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About this Report

This report provides detailed summary information about one Blackboard Unit, and comparative information against a group of other Blackboard Units in the same School.

This report can help analyse how a particular Unit is designed, how the Unit compares to the average of other Blackboard Units in the same School, and how the students in the Unit are using and performing in the Unit compared to the average of all students enrolled in Blackboard Unit.

Using the Report

After the report has been run successfully, the Unit’s activity can be compared to the School average in several ways. The students enrolled in the Unit can also be compared to the Blackboard Unit average.

The Learn Unit Information section presents general information about the selected Unit.

The School/Dept Avg section displays several line charts of the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the average of the other Blackboard Units in the same School/Dept during the same Study Period. The following measures are displayed:

- **Unit Accesses Avg vs. School Avg**: The average number of times the enrolled students accessed the Blackboard Unit during the selected Study Period, compared to the School average per Unit for the same Study Period.
- **Minutes Avg vs. School Avg**: The average amount of time (in minutes) the enrolled students spent in the Blackboard Unit during the selected Study Period, compared to the School average per Unit for the same Study Period.
- **Interaction Avg vs. School Avg**: The average number of actions the enrolled students initiated in the context of the Blackboard Unit during the selected Study Period, compared to the School average per Unit for the same Study Period. Many types of student actions can lead to an interaction being logged, such as accessing a Unit item, submitting a discussion forum post, etc.
- **Submission Avg vs. School Avg**: The average number of Assignment, Blog, Discussion, Journal, Survey, and Test submissions made by the enrolled students during the selected Study Period, compared to the School average per Unit for the same Study Period.

The Unit Item Count vs. School Avg section displays Unit item measures for the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the selected School.

- **Item Count (Assessment)**: The count of assessments (e.g. tests, assignments, etc.) in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to School average per Unit.
- **Item Count (Content)**: The count of content items (e.g. pages, documents, etc.) in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the School average per Unit.
- **Item Count (Tool)**: The count of tools (e.g. discussion forums, blogs, journals, etc.) in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the School average per Unit.
The % of Items Accessed per Student vs. School Avg section displays the % of items accessed per Student by Item Category for the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the selected School.

- **Accessed % (Assessment):** The % of assessments (e.g., tests, assignments, etc.) accessed in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to School average per Unit.
- **Accessed % (Content):** The % of content items (e.g., pages, documents, etc.) accessed in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the School average per Unit.
- **Accessed % (Tool):** The % of tools (e.g., discussion forums, blogs, journals, etc.) accessed in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the School average per Unit.

The Avg. Activity per Student vs. School Avg section displays activity measures for the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the selected comparison group.

- **Activity (Accesses):** The average Unit accesses per student for the entire Study Period in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the School average per Unit.
- **Activity (Minutes):** The average amount of time per student for the entire Study Period in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the School average per Unit.
- **Activity (Interactions):** The average interactions per student for the entire Study Period in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the School average per Unit. Many types of student actions can lead to an interaction being logged, such as accessing a Unit Item, submitting a discussion forum post, etc.
- **Activity (Submissions):** The average number of Assignment, Blog, Discussion, Journal, Survey, and Test submissions per student for the entire Study Period in the selected Blackboard Unit compared to the School average per Unit.

The Student Activity Summary section displays the enabled students enrolled in the selected Blackboard Unit along with several measures, comparing a given student against the average of other students enrolled in the same Unit.

Note that the report is paginated and will only display the first 15 students on the first page. Use the page navigation buttons at the top of the page to proceed through the pages.

The following icons are conditionally displayed for all measures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Up Arrow]</td>
<td>The student is above the average of the other students in the Unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Down Arrow]</td>
<td>The student is below the average of the other students in your Unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Arrow]</td>
<td>The student within +/- of the set % of the average of the other students in your Unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Exclamation]</td>
<td>The data was not recorded for the Unit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Student:** The student name, including the Student ID number. This column is sortable. Clicking on the Student Name will drill to the Student Overview report.
- **Date of Last Access:** The date when the student last logged into the Blackboard Unit.
- **Date of Last Submission:** The data when the student last submitted as Assignment, Blog, Discussion, Journal, Survey or Test.
- **Unit Accesses:** The number of times the selected student accessed the Units in which she is enrolled during the selected Study Period, compared to the average number of Unit accesses for the other enrolled students for the same Unit. This column is sortable.
- **Minutes:** The total amount of time (in minutes) that a given student has spent in the Blackboard Unit compared to the average time spent by all of the other students enrolled in the same Unit. This column is sortable.
- **Interactions:** The total number of interactions for a given student in the Blackboard Unit compared to the average interactions by the other students enrolled in the same Unit.
- **Submissions and Posts:** The total number of submissions for a given student in the Blackboard Unit compared to the average interactions by the other students enrolled in the same Unit.
- **Grade Centre Score:** The student’s Grade Centre mark (which uses the Grade Centre Final Mark column), compared to the average of the other students enrolled in the same Unit, both of which are established by the Unit Coordinator. This may not necessarily correspond to the students’ official marks once Unit results are finalised.